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1. OVERVIEW

Executive Summary, by Constanze Metzger
Eighty stakeholders from the Adriatic and Ionian and the Danube Region took part in the
consultation. Member States of the Region, except Albania and Moldova, were represented
(EUSAIR: Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Greece, Italy, Montenegro, Serbia, Slovenia.
EUSDR: Austria, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Germany,
Hungary, Montenegro, Romania, Serbia, Slovak Republic, Slovenia and Ukraine).
Participants included stakeholders from projects for new Cultural Routes of the Council of
Europe (Cyril and Methodius Route, Roman Heritage and Iron Age), certified Cultural Route
(Routes of the Olive Tree) and officials of the governments of the Adriatic and Ionian and
the Danube Region.
The meeting provided stakeholders and interested partners of the projects for new Cultural
Routes of the Council of Europe with an extensive training on the certification process and
management of a Cultural Routes network, including training on visibility aspect of a Cultural
Route. Stakeholders of the projects met in a separate stakeholder’s meeting to discuss next
steps on their certification process.
Mrs. Metzger (Senior Project Officer, Council of Europe)
informed about Routes4U, the Joint Programme of the
Council of Europe and the European Commission to
strengthen regional development in the Adriatic and
Ionian, the Alpine, the Baltic Sea and the Danube
Region through the Cultural Routes of the Council of
Europe. She explained the geographical and thematic
distribution of Cultural Routes in the Adriatic and Ionian
region and Danube region, stressing the need for filling
existing gaps. While certain countries of the macroregions are crossed by many Cultural Routes (such as
Italy, Croatia and Greece in the Adriatic and Ionian
Region and Germany, Croatia, Romania and Austria in the Danube Region), some countries
such as Bosnia and Herzegovina, Ukraine, Montenegro and Moldova represent an un-used
potential for new Cultural Routes of the Council of Europe. Furthermore, she signalled the
thematic gaps of the Cultural Routes of the Council of Europe – the reason why Iron Age
was proposed as pre-historic themes were under-represented among Cultural Routes of the
Council of Europe.
Mrs. Metzger presented information on the certification and evaluation processes. Among
other things, she explained roles and functions of the different actors, such as the Enlarge
Partial Agreement on Cultural Routes (EPA) and the European Institute of Cultural Routes
(EICR). The EPA is an agreement established among member States of the Council of
Europe to strengthen cooperation in the framework of the Cultural Routes of the Council of
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Europe programme. It consists of representatives of member States, mainly from Ministries
of Culture and Tourism, who take the final decision on the certification of a new Cultural
Route and if the certification is renewed. The EICR is an institute established by an
agreement between the Council of Europe and the Grand-Duchy of Luxembourg and assists
in the implementation of the Cultural Routes of the Council of Europe programme.
Mrs Metzger provided information on the certification process, including important deadlines
such as the call for application period and the expert’s mission. The criteria for Cultural
Routes of the Council of Europe according to Resolution CM/Res(2013)671 were presented:







Be representative of European values and common to at least three countries of
Europe;
Be researched and developed by groups of multidisciplinary experts from different
regions of Europe;
Be illustrative of European memory, history, and heritage and contribute to an
interpretation of the diversity of present-day Europe;
Lend itself to cultural and educational exchanges for young people;
Permit the development of initiatives and exemplary projects in the field of cultural
tourism and sustainable cultural development;
Lend itself to the development of tourist products in partnership with tourist agencies
and operators.

Mrs Metzger also explained the five fields of action that each project for a Cultural Routes
need to comply with:
1. Co-operation in research and development: projects must play a unifying role around
major European themes and show how these themes are representative of European
shared values
2. Enhancement of memory, history and European heritage: projects must enhance
tangible and intangible heritage, especially in lesser know areas, and explain their
historical significance through Europe
3. Cultural and educational exchanges for young Europeans: projects must organise
activities with young people in order to promote the concept of European citizenship
4. Contemporary cultural and artistic practice: projects must encourage activities and
artistic practice which explore the links between their European theme and
contemporary culture
5. Cultural tourism and sustainable cultural development: project must promote
dialogue between urban and rural cultures, developed and disadvantaged regions,
and between majority and minority. They must actively involve media and seek
partnerships with tourism organisations to draw attention on their European heritage
and be part of the sustainable territorial development
Last but not least, practical information was given on possible membership and
management structures, funding opportunities and cooperation possibilities with certified
Cultural Routes. The experts explained in detail the evaluation missions of the experts, also
reporting on common mistakes they experienced during their field visits.

1

Resolution CM/Res(2013)66 confirming the establishment of the Enlarged Partial Agreement on
Cultural Routes (EPA), available under http://cultureroutes.net/sites/default/files/files/CMRes(2013)66E.pdf
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Mrs. Metzger presented resources and tools that were developed in the framework of
Routes4U to assist projects for new Cultural Routes. The speech of Mrs. Metzger was
concluded with the Routes4U e-learning course which addresses key issues for the Cultural
Routes of the Council of Europe and for the stakeholders from the EU macro-regions
working in the cultural heritage and tourism fields. The e-learning aims to disseminate
information on the main purposes of the Cultural Routes of the Council of Europe and the
macro-regional strategies of the European Union. The first module on the certification and
management of Cultural Routes is available free of charge under the Routes4U-webpage
(https://pjp-eu.coe.int/en/web/cultural-routes-and-regional-development/e-learning-module1). Overall, 5 e-learning modules on cultural tourism, social inclusion, branding and SME’s
involvement are developed in the framework of Routes4U. An accompanying manual series
is made available on the Routes4U-webpage.
Mrs. Irina Cozma (Ministry of Regional Development
and Public Administration, Romania and Coordinator in
Priority Area 3: To promote culture and tourism, people
to people contacts) explained the macro-regional
strategy for the Danube Region (EUSDR), more specific
the work of Priority Area 3 which covers the field of
culture and tourism. She informed that the action plan
of EUSDR was actually under revision and that Cultural
Routes were explicitly mentioned as a priority field in
the new Action Plan for EUSDR. Mrs Cozma stressed the
importance of Cultural Routes all countries and people
within the Danube Region. Therefore, members of EUSDR have decided to hold a
conference on Cultural Routes with all the involved parties in the Priority Area 3 one of the
Member-States in order to foster the cooperation and development of new Cultural Routes.
The structure of EUSDR is organized in four pillars and 12 priority areas. The four pillars are
defined as follows:
1)



2)



3)



4)

Connecting the Danube Region:
Improve mobility and transport connections
Encourage more sustainable energy
Promote culture and tourism;
Protecting the environment in the Danube Region:
Restore and maintain water quality
Manage environmental risks
Preserve biodiversity, landscapes and the air and soil quality
Building prosperity in the Danube Region:
Develop the knowledge society
Support the competitiveness of enterprises
Invest in people and skills;
Strengthening the Danube Region:
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Step up institutional capacity and cooperation
Work together to promote security and tackle organized and serious crime.2

The topic of culture and tourism is part of the Priority Area 3 “To promote culture and
tourism, people to people contacts” and includes 7 Targets to be achieved for:
1. Developing a Danube Brand;
2. Implementing a harmonised monitoring system;
3. Developing new and support existing Cultural Routes;
4. Developing green tourist products;
5. Creating a ‘Blue Book’ on cultural identity;
6. Preserving cultural heritage and natural values;
7. Promoting contemporary arts.3
Mrs. Pacher (Federal Chancellery of Austria, Creative
Europe Desk Austria) presented the Danube Cultural
Platform, its goals and current progress. She emphasized
the rich history of the Danube area that was a
geographical area very much affected by events such as
First and Second World Wars, the wars in the Balkans.
The Danube region is characterized by a very rich and
diverse tangible and intangible heritage. In this context,
the Danube Cultural Platform aims to study aspects of
hidden places and tell stories about the invisible cultural
heritage. The Danube Cultural Platform also focuses on
aspects of Cultural Routes. Namely, the project focuses
on the interpretation of historical places and events in a modern way and on the
development of new tools to experience the hidden heritage in the Danube Region
(international audience / tourists). 4
The objective of the Danube Culture Platform is to provide tools against the loss of this
tangible and intangible heritage and to raise awareness of cultural diversity and history in
the Danube region. New technologies and artistic means contribute to the transfer of
historical places and events in a modern way. Mrs Pacher stressed that new interpretation
fraemworks are needed to develop narratives for a new culture of memory and
remembrance.
She provided examples of various tools to represent heritage such as 3D-images, physical
installations, seminars and recalled that all of them should be involved in the interpretation
and storytelling processes in order to attract an audience of different ages and have a longlasting effect.

2

https://danube-region.eu/about/priority-areas/
Priority Area 3 “To promote culture and tourism, people to people contacts”
https://danube-region.eu/about/targets/
4
CULTPLATFORM_21, Danube Culture Platform - Creative Spaces of the 21st Century,
http://www.interreg-danube.eu/approved-projects/cultplatform-21
3
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Mrs. Pacher informed about the development of two strategies - “Interpretation Framework
for the Cultural Routes Based on Hidden Heritage in the Danube Region” and “Themes for
the Prolongation of European Cultural Routes” – that led to the creation of the Guidebook on
Resourcing Hidden Heritage for Tourism which serves as a tool for practitioners (managers
and operators of culture, producers and creators of content, as well as managers of
destinations, product developers, etc.). It aims to support stakeholders in assessment,
management and evaluation of heritage sites in an integrated and sustainable manner,
highlighting their hidden dimension. Furthermore, it provides ideas on how this hidden
heritage could be further strengthened
Mrs Zimmer (Federal Chancellery of Austria) then
interviews Rainer Prohaska, an artist, to present
the pilot project “Tagging Hidden Architecture
Jewels”.
On June 5, 2014, Mr. Prohaska started his first
two-month cargo cruise from Melk in the Danube
downstream to Sulina in the Black Sea. He was
accompanied by the director of the theatre and
writer Volker Schmidt. Cargo was a self-made
vehicle designed and manufactured by the artist
himself, which consists of three parts (a flat boat typical of the Austrian Danube region) with
aluminum racks put on top. This design also allowed participants to travel along hard-toreach shores. According to Mr. Prohaska, the shape and appearance of the cargo played a
crucial role for the journey and let two artists be witnesses of many unexpected situations.
Along the journey, they discovered an abandoned infrastructure on the river bank and saw
the remnants of past attempts to create the Danube culture. Abandoned mile-long shores,
the ruins of a marina and ghost ships were discovered. In Serbia, they found sites on the
river and on its banks, where they could promote the former hidden heritage.5
There have been several cargo journeys so far and all of them were focused on finding more
hidden heritage spots along the river. Nowadays, Mr. Prohaska is working on a next cargo
project which will be launched in summer 2020. A new cargo has already been built and is
waiting to be put on the Danube River water next year.

2. WORKSHOP
REPORTS:
THE
CERTIFICATION
AND
EVALUATION PROCESSES OF THE CULTURAL ROUTES OF
THE COUNCIL OF EUROPE
2.1.

Workshop 1, by Giuseppe Settani

5

Rainer Prohaska,
http://www.rainer-prohaska.net/Cargo
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INTRODUCTION ON THE TOPIC OF THE WORKSHOP:
The training session was aimed at supplying potential new route managers with information
and support concerning procedures related to the application for the certification as “Cultural
Route of the Council of Europe”, and on the following re- certification process to undergo
every three years according Resolution CM/Res(2013)67.
With this purpose in mind, the presentation addressed the following relevant points:
•

Regulatory references for the certification process;

•

Definition of cultural route, route manager and leading organization;

•

General rules concerning the certification and re-certification process;

•

Certification criteria;

•
Demonstration of actual operation of the route within the five fields of actions
mentioned into Res CM/Res(2013)67;
•

Compliancy of the Route’s network operating;

•

Description of the overall evaluation process: role of the independent evaluator;

•

Tools and materials for the evaluation process;

•

Managing the Route’s development strategy: tips and tricks;

•

Potential outcomes of the evaluation process.

WORKSHOP DISCUSSION SUMMARY:
Here below the most relevant reflections arising from
the discussion with participants attending the
workshop:
How to properly measure the impacts of
cultural routes on local economies. In this respect,
some participants asked for clarification and advices
concerning the use of potential indicators to be used
to identify effective indicators to be used for
measuring the potential benefits which come from the
implementation of the development strategy of one
cultural route;
How to turn a cultural site into a tourist destination. In this respect, the discussion
pointed out the difference existing between these concepts. It was clarified that the more
one route strategy is able to foster the implementation of sustainable tourism destination,
the more it will be able to produce more benefits for local communities;
The importance of a territorial integrated approach in the development strategy of
cultural routes. In this respect it was pointed out the importance of analyzing the functional
relations existing amongst cultural sites or tourist destination adhering one network project,
with the aim of enhancing a better accessibility/mobility towards/within the route network.
The discussion led to consider the importance of main urban areas as important gateways
towards the visiting of cultural sites/destinations involved into a cultural route.
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OF

THE

WORKSHOP’S

Here below the most important recommendations formulated at the end of the workshop:
With regards to the identification/selection of the governance of the network project,
besides the option of establishing a new leading organization (i.e. an international
association), it is worth to consider the alternative of entrusting the role of coordinating the
route implementation to an existing organization which can rely on a permanent staff to be
immediately committed to the implementation of the route project (the Danube competence
center is a good practice);
Before applying for the certification as “Cultural Route of the Council of Europe” be
sure of having a proven track record (of at least three years) of the route activity within the
five fields of actions mentioned into the Res CM/Res(2013)67;
The setting out of a membership-fee policy has to be considered one task to be
accomplished at the early stage of the implementation of a cultural route project. This policy
must be clearly described into the statute of the leading organization and made easily
accessible from all who are interested to adhering the network.
the difficulty in collecting membership fees is considered a hint of a limited interest
of the route members to be part of it. The more the cultural route is able to implement
different and interesting activities/initiatives, the more its
members will be willing to pay these fees.

2.2.

Workshop 2, by Vlasta Klaric

INTRODUCTION ON THE TOPIC OF THE WORKSHOP
Cultural Routes present a valuable asset within the European cultural fabric, and are as such
recognized by macro-regional strategies. Routes4U Project with aim to enhance MRS is
fostering regional development through
Cultural Routes and thus closely cooperates
with other macro-regional bodies. As such it
is supported by the Thematic Steering Groups
of EUSAIR and EUSDR. EUSAIR Pillar 4 is thus
oriented towards sustainable tourism and,
through two major topics of diversified tourism
and sustainable and responsible tourism
management, deals with priorities of fostering
Adriatic and Ionian heritage and development of cultural routes. EUSDR within its priority
action 3 recognizes the development of tourism and culture in the Danube Region. EUSAIR
TSG4 members gave support to the development of the new Roman Heritage Route and
enhancement of the Olive tree Route, while EUSDR supported the development of Iron Age
Route and the Cyril and Methodius Route. Initial steps had to be made in line with the
future certification process of yet uncertified routes, so the stakeholder meeting/workshop
has been organized by the Routes4U team to facilitate this issue. At the workshop the
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presentation was given on the creation of new Cultural Routes explaining the certification
and evaluation processes. Representatives of the future Iron Age Route, Roman Heritage
Route and Cyril and Methodius route, as well as of other routes were present. Participants
were acquainted with the key documents and procedures to be followed during the
certification process and actions needed to be taken in order to satisfy the essential criteria
for the evaluation of the new cultural route.
Step by step approach was explained, including the selection of the theme, with the process
explained on the example of the Roman Heritage Route, where the theme was selected and
confirmed by TSG4 representatives of 8 countries ministries of tourism and culture, who
took part in the research, resulting in the feasibility study of RHR. More than forty
destinations – archaeological sites were chosen in the eight countries representing the
memory, history and heritage of Europe from the ancient Roman period.
Identifying, evaluating, mapping and presenting of representative archaeological sites was
made possible through activating heritage institutions, and using their expert knowledge and
exchange. Multidisciplinary team participated in the selection process. Strict criteria were to
be satisfied.
Unique cultural, scientific and artistic sites within European macro regions (EUSAIR,
EUSDR...) were primarily chosen in less touristically developed regions. Selection was
oriented towards the visitor friendly locations already, at least essentially, prepared for visits
with the services support, and active tourism stakeholders.
Together with the lesser known locations the so called “Honey-pots” (UNESCO...) were
chosen in order to attract and to direct attention to the rest of the Route. The research
relied on cultural cooperation, on agile and active experts and scientists on sites and on
already existing scientific data.
Based on the research and the study, networking process was stressed as the next step,
towards forming the legal entity representing the cultural route.

WORKSHOP DISCUSSION SUMMARY
Some thirty participants were present at the workshop.
The procedures preceding certification were explained,
starting with the networking process, scientific
research, followed by education for stakeholders, the
youth and awareness raising campaigns for the local
communities and tourism industry. The need for a
viable management structure was stressed. Coherent
management is recognized as essential for providing
common activities and cultural tourism product
development on the route, for specific users, but taking
into account sustainability of spaces, landscapes, society and culture, crucial for better
visibility.
There were several issues addressed during the discussion corresponding to the procedure
steps leading to the certification process.
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1. First of the questions was who were the possible and desirable stakeholders
of the network, there character, duties and roles. Stakeholder networking diagram was
explained, consisting of possible multidisciplinary network of members. Possible stakeholders
were listed on national level (chambers, tourism boards, associations and ethnic groups,
NGO’s, local government, NGO’s, etc.) on scientific level (institutes, universities, educational
institutions, experts and professionals, etc…), on heritage level (museums, protected sites,
conservation bodies, heritage associations, private collections
and owners, etc…) on tourism level (tour operators, travel
agents, DMCs, DMOs, PCOs, hospitality, accommodation,
guides, and other).
The process of forming partnerships was explained, starting
from identification of partners and dominant actors, project
leader who will in consultation with others, assemble a project
team that can start the process and assemble financial,
institutional & human resources to prepare the plan and define
the stakeholders scope of actions within the Route. All this should be supported by a
Memorandum of Understanding - the agreement among the governing bodies.
The influence map and stakeholders’ roles were specified. Thematic support is to be
expected from institutions and scientific community. Structural support to be provided by
museums, galleries, interpretation centres, and other. Service support should include
hospitality, accommodation, guiding, information centres, tourism offices, destination
management organizations (DMOs) destination management companies (DMCs), and
augmentative support insured by events, exhibitions, AR, VR, etc.
Stakeholders on scientific level are expert driven, combining expertise from different fields,
expected to provide scientific background of the theme and sites assessment, and basically
form the project idea. Those on technical level are in charge to provide technical
coordination and management. Leading the route to certification they will prepare the
project application. The role of stakeholders on structural and service level is to provide
business and infrastructure cooperation.
Out of these structures, governing body, steering committee members, scientific committee
members and the secretariat are to be chosen.
The role of steering committee was explained stressing that steering committee provides
coordination and support of relevant national policies, with technical support to product
development, marketing and promotion on European and global level.
All of the participants agreed that national coordination of destinations, on the route, for
each country is necessary.
2.

Second major issue was the profiling of the theme of the route.

The themes of the future cultural routes that were present at the workshop were already
recognized as representative of European values and common to more European countries.
Equally, they were already researched by groups of multidisciplinary experts from different
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regions of Europe and illustrative of European memory, history and heritage ready to
contribute to an interpretation of the diversity of present-day Europe. As such, they are
ready for the future development of initiatives and innovative projects in the field of cultural
tourism and sustainable cultural development.
Valorisation of sites on the routes is important, and methodology has to be developed for
this purpose. Sites should be assessed from the tourism point of view, providing quality
ambience and attractive setting, openness,
interpretation, interaction, iconic and evocative
value, with a good story and some distinguishing
aspect, complementing other tourism products in
area/region/destination and tourism activity in
the region, with right structural support, activities
and political support. Assessed from the cultural
perspective the sites should be of historic,
scientific, educational, social and aesthetic value,
representing local lifestyle and cultural traditions,
but also providing management plan or policy in place, regular monitoring and maintenance
taking care of the fragility of the asset, in good state of repair, with the potential for ongoing
involvement of key stakeholders.
Identity levels of specific destinations were stressed as support to interpretation of the
theme.
In line with the Council of Europe's ideas and concerns, good examples of cultural and
educational exchanges for young people were presented.
Communication of European values through routes was mentioned as a tool for better
visibility of the route destinations. Also other tools for visibility were mentioned to provide
diversification, such as uniqueness, associative power of common life issues and
contemporary artistic practices at ancient destinations.
3.

The third important question was the creation of the cultural tourism products
on the cultural routes, and the tourism industry support.

Cultural tourism product, as intangible asset satisfying the needs of the consumer, still is
closely connected to the destination and its tangible appearance, and thus non-transferable.
Thematic level of the route presents the core of the cultural tourism product, which is
strengthened by tangible or intangible heritage as its structural content, and services and
events as its infrastructural and augmentative support.
Cultural tourism product is, next to the EU funding, final key issue leading to financial
viability and sustainability of the route.
FINDINGS / RECOMMENDATIONS
PARTICIPANTS :

/

DECISIONS

OF

THE

WORKSHOP’S
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Through the discussion, certain threats have been detected in earlier experiences in
cooperation through networks. Among these, lack of sincere commitment of all partners was
the most obvious one, but equally lack of performance, lack of understanding the role of
partners and lack of confidence. Also lack of visibility has been mentioned together with the
lack of national support and coordination.

PARTNERSHIP COMMITMENT
The conclusion and recommendation was that only those partners who are fully committed
to the project should enter it, and confirm this commitment in written, accepting full
responsibility for further communication, stimulating development.
Committed stakeholders are welcome from all areas of scientific support, structural support,
heritage institutions, tourism industry, services and infrastructure, as well as tourism boards,
each with its own proposition for very specific and explained tasks within the network. The
project leader is needed who will be harmonizing the balance of power among partners. He
will, in consultation with others, assemble a project team that can start the process of
cultural route development and identify the required institutional and human resources to
prepare the plan including the financial issues.

FINANCIAL VIABILITY OF THE ROUTE
Next important issue were the finances and financial support to the cultural route
development. The certification process was recognized as
demanding, asking not only for scientific support, but
also structural and infrastructural development. All of the
participants recognized the extensive effort in activities
that are needed for the route development. They
stressed involvement of extra time and extra human
resources, which asks for financing. In order to prepare
the network for certification, flawless communication is to
be obtained. An application is thus expected to be
prepared for EU financing and project development. Only
in this case all necessary legal activities can be
performed, management fully established, market researched, users detected, tourism
products designed, visual identity created. After this process, which usually takes at least a
year and a half or more than that, basic sustainability may be obtained through membership
fees and tourism revenues, when the route is certified.

VISIBILITY OF THE ROUTE (BRANDING AND USP)
The visibility of cultural routes was mentioned as often insufficient on national level and
unrecognized on business level. Awareness raising campaigns are thus needed for local
community and SMEs engagement and perception.
For better visibility actions are necessary such as:
•

Engaging local businesses, local institutions, and local communities in project

•

Defining and evaluating partnership benefits and challenges

•

Establishing profitable relationships among local and other stakeholders
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On the national, MR and international level, establishment of business pools is desirable;
tour operators and travel agencies pool (TO/TA POOL) can provide additional financial
viability of the route.
Basic tourism infrastructure for visitors is needed and
should be established where it is insufficient. Good
examples of services networks in accommodation,
hospitality, interpretation, presentation, accessibility etc.
is to be provided supporting heritage sites.
NATIONAL COORDINATION of destinations on the route
for each country should be established in order to provide
open communication of all stakeholders safeguarding the
locations and stimulate awareness and
participatory
approach to local communities.

CULTURAL TOURISM PRODUCT DESIGN – SCIENTIFICALLY SUPPORTED
Contemporary trends in innovative cultural tourism product design were explained, stressing
participatory and interactive preferences of especially younger audiences. Possibilities of
new creative tourism niche products development on the cultural route were mentioned:
photo tourism, literary tourism, culinary tourism, spiritual tourism, educational tourism,
cruising and touring, art tourism, crafts tourism, walking and cycling tourism, etc.
Cultural tourim product builds on the cultural significance of the sites on the route. “Cultural
significance means great aesthetic, historic, scientific, social or spiritual value for past,
present or future generations. Cultural significance is embodied in the place itself, its fabric,
setting, use, associations, meanings, records, related places and related objects. Places may
have a range of values for different individuals or groups”.

PROPER MARKET POSITIONING OF THE ROUTE
The concern was shown regarding the proper positioning of each route on the market.
Thematic approach proves to be the right solution to that. The selection of the unique EU
theme is an answer to the lack of focus and fragmented offer.
Thus in the process of product design, detailed assessment of sites is needed. In depth
analyses and evaluation of tangible and intangible heritage and the whole locations using
the EICR/CoE criteria brings the most representative European topics to life and the eyes of
visitors.
For the successful high-value product, thematic uniqueness can be recognized as its unique
selling point, enhanced with compatible subtopics. Further clusters of smaller routes are
possible on local and national level, if they follow the common thematic line. Focus on five
top destinations per country is preferable, it stresses exclusivity and enables value
management.
Quality product design is possible if the sites are properly evaluated, their power of
enhancement of memory and historical European background recognized within the design,
involving the contemporary cultural and artistic practices
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The process of designing specific subtopics scientifically researched,
Examples of Roman Heritage Route subtopics were
presented as the resource for product design:
•
The stories of Roman Mosaics (Aquileia,
Tellaro, Risan...)

was discussed.

Izola,

•
The eventful Roman life out of Rome
(amphitheatres and theatres in AIR: Durres, Butrint,
Pula, Salona...)
•

Roman cuisine, tableware and silverware

•

The wellness of Roman soldiers

•

Maritime routes of Roman art and money in AIR

•

Ancient Roman home decoration: villas, palaces, ..(Risan, Tellaro, Isola...)

•

Birth of Christianity: basilicas, saints, martyrs

Discussing the complementarity of tourism and culture, still at various levels of less
developed regions, the important issue was lack of marketability, opposite to the problems
of overtourism and overcrowding in mega destinations.

FOLLOWING THE NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL PRIORITIES
Forming the recognizable image of the cultural route, priorities should be defined regarding
the common European values, MR values and MR cooperation possibilities:
Priority development areas of the CR should be set, following the priority development
areas of the macro-region but also of each country and each destination. To make it visitor
friendly at least top five to ten key attractions per site should be marked and thoroughly
interpreted. If destinations and sites have museums to support them, network among route
museums could be established: M2M and M4M working together

TARGETED AUDIENCES AND VISITORS
The question was raised on targeted audiences, their preferences, needs, accessibility for
special needs.
The goal of cultural tourism product on the cultural route is to provide high value mood
management for visitors: participation, inspiration, contemplation, fun and education,
provoking reaction and transformation.
Identity based product design proves thus to be the right answer to changing visitors needs,
satisfying individual and organized travellers.
Discussion has brought up the question of audiences to be targeted and conclusion was
made that very often routes are not well aware of their targeted audiences.
EXPERT’S RECOMMENDATIONS

TERMINOLOGY
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Terminology used in cultural and tourism sector
is different and still requires explanations;
education is needed for business and cultural
sectors to better understand each other’s needs
and work in harmony. Transectorial guidelines
would help understanding and creation of
interdisciplinary projects and documents.
INTEGRATED MANAGEMENT APPROACH:

Management of heritage value, visitors, product
design and destinations should all be part of
integrated approach. Integrated management
approach for the routes, as complex set of cultural landscapes, thematically harmonized,
surpassing fragmentation of the offer, can provide synergizing fusions for destinations and
small businesses, presenting a new wealth of undiscovered cultural and historic richness,
common and significant for Europe. Routes in this sense are the means for diversification of
the product, de-seasonalization, revitalization of destinations connected to neglected
heritage sites. Yet, such model is not overall present and also depends on destination
management development. Local destination management organizations (DMO-s) should
support creation of the networks, cooperation schemes, create synergies and support
cultural routes programmes. Where necessary, stakeholders are to be educated on
integrated management models available, and their role.
Memorandum of understanding is a desirable way of commitment of possible partners to the
joint cultural route project development.
It is expected from the project leader to examine the interest of potential partners, provide
a wide survey (distribute the questionnaire) which will detect members of the working
bodies: the steering group, the scientific committee…

ACCESSIBILITY
Accessibility is necessary on all levels: particularly on information level as well as on
infrastructural level (visitor friendly infrastructure).
CR awareness raising activities should be regularly performed locally and nationally for new
CR products and/or destinations targeted to local community as well as to business
environment.
Routes are an excellent resource for innovative cultural tourism product development,
oriented to less travelled landscapes, providing off the grid luxury, oriented to back to basics
and back to local trends, fitting into the changing lifestyle philosophy of today’s travellers.
Such new emerging inter-disciplinary products need support in the developmental stage,
through trainings, awareness raising campaigns, B2B briefings for tourism stakeholders, and
educational actions for the local community.
This corresponds to EU recommendations for visitors’ access to sensitive cultural sites.
This access should be provided at all levels,
•

physical level – providing accessibility for all, especially those with special needs
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•
carrying capacity level – taking into account responsibility towards visitors and the
sites alike, not endangering the protected sites by mass tourism
•
promotion level – providing quality information both to internal communities and
external visitors and partners
•
interpretation level – provoking interest, providing understanding, appreciation and
respect for the sites and culture
« The cultural significance of many places is not readily apparent, and should be explained
by interpretation. Interpretation should enhance understanding and enjoyment, and be
culturally appropriate. »
Quality interpretation is extremely important and highly desirable and needed on different
levels for different targeted audiences: scientific data and research should be translated
into fluent narrative for: written, oral, interactive, virtual and other kinds of interpretation,
having in mind specific perception (of children, youth, seniors, architects, artists, …) and
quality standards, as proposed by ICOMOS Interpretation Charter .
Each route is to use its multiple identity levels (thoroughly researched) for building a unique
personal story as foundation for interpretation and presentation.
Presentation of the theme of the route has to
be done in the most comprehensive way –
with defined presentation models , identity
levels, to enable seamless management of
visitors on CR sites.

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
Cultural route presents excellent fabric for
development of high value cultural tourism
products. Route product development should include support to product design, investment
and business performance, cooperation, and finally should result in B2B practical guide. All
potential business actors should be detected and invited to partnership. Organizational
network properly managed could gain business attractiveness.
Cultural tourism product relies on the entire content of the route, its thematic core, included
cultural and natural landscapes, intangible and tangible heritage structure, visitors’
infrastructure, services and activities. This asks for setting and regulating standards of CR
product design (image, identity, quality, safety ...).
On the CR visitors should be approached in the most appropriate way, using participatory
approach, interactivity, voluntourism, and other models. Cultural tourism products can be
formed answering the needs of visitors only if the targeted markets are known, so
marketing management is a must.

MARKETING RESEARCH
Visitors attitudes speak in favour of the changing values: premiumization, personalization,
authenticity, health, simplicity, connectivity, identity. Specific targeted visitors are to be
those who are knowledgeable, experienced, responsible, and active.
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market research and marketing strategy are most

DIVERSIFICATION & PROMOTION
through stronger EUROPEAN TRAVEL COMMISSION INVOLVMENT
Cultural routes provide an excellent model for territorial redistribution of tourist flows,
connecting well known sites as iconic attractors to lesser known areas, synergizing more and
less attractive sites, mapping them into the well balanced product design, engaging a
multidisciplinary network of experts and composing a unique thematic experience. All this is
in line with Recommendations for Sustainable Cultural Tourism , and thus should be wider
and more often promoted through EU, especially the ETC (as in European Travel
Commission Handbook on Marketing Transnational Tourism Themes and Routes ). Even
more to that cultural routes should be promoted through the national tourism boards, which
is so far often not the case.

COMMITMENT, PLANNING & CONTINUITY
Commitment, planning and continuity in approach are essential for CR development.
Full commitment of the entire team is needed in the planning process of the project.
“Project planning must acknowledge the need for ongoing maintenance and strengthen the
capacity of local communities to look after their own heritage.”
Partnership and cooperation, supported by continuity of engagement, are a predisposition
for long term viability of the route. “Successful implementation requires a comprehensive
understanding of the heritage asset, professional planning and management, and good
cooperation of stakeholders.”

SUSTAINABILITY
Through the development of cultural routes key sustainable principles are to be met.
Thus commitment to resources conservation and protection, research,
presentation,
interpretation and revitalization is expected. Commitment to these issues is to be
monitored.
Addressing environmental issues and the management of cultural sites
presented thematically and promoted jointly, under the same CR platform.

is easier when

Sustainable and inclusive growth of local communities is possible through CR if integrated
approach to destinations on the route is implemented, and as such creating jobs, addressing
and interpreting tangible and intangible heritage by local people, engaging local
communities into creative tourism activities, guiding activities, preserving local traditions,
enhancing local hospitality. ” Heritage-led regeneration that would increase the
attractiveness and competitiveness of different historic areas is a cornerstone of regional
economic policy “ and social sustainability.

3. STAKEHOLDER’S MEETING REPORTS ON NEW PROJECTS
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Iron Age Danube, by Marko Mele

PARTICIPANTS
Hrvoje Potrebica (University in Zagreb), Christa Fürnkranz
(Arbeitskreis Neumarkter Hochtal), Adrien Palinkas (Hungarian
National Museum), Corina Bors (Romanian national museum),
Marina Katsilieri (Route of the Olive tree), Szabolcs Czifra
(Hungarian National Museum), Katalin Wollak (free consultant
on cultural heritage and Archaeolingua foundation), Ingrid
Zimmermann (Austrian Ministry of Tourism (EUSDR PA 03)),
Dragan Jovanovic (Muzej Vrsac), Constanze Metzger
(Routes4u)

INTRODUCTION

Marko Mele

Twenty partners and associated partners from five countries
implemented from 2017 to 2019 the project “Monumentalized Iron Age Landscapes of the
Danube region” (Iron-Age-Danube) , which was co-financed by the Interreg Danube
Transnational programme. The main focus of the project is the research, protection,
promotion, touristic use of the archaeological heritage from the Early Iron Age (800-400
BC).
The evaluation of the project showed a great potential for the establishment of the IronAge-Danube route, which could be certified by the European Council as a transnational
route.
For the workshop following topics were planed:
1.

Definition of the thematic focus of the route

2.

Creation of a legally registered network

3.

Present and future activities of the route

The discussion was mostly focused on Top 2.

WORKSHOP DISCUSSION SUMMARY
The discussion started with Top 1 (Thematic focus). Participants from the field of
archaeology tried to find a red line, which is most universal for the Iron Age heritage, so the
route might be able to connect as many countries as possible. Suggestions like “salt”, “first
European centres of power”, “iron” were discussed. The single micro-regions are able to
define their specific focus, which can be transmitted as heritage stories for the tourism
workers. Single micro-regions work well, connecting them is difficult. The missing of tourism
experts in the network and at the workshop is a huge deficit of the route.
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Most of the discussion was going on the Top 2
(legally inscribed network), since it is seen as a
financial risk for most of the stakeholders, despite
that the Iron Age Danube project provided all the
tools (database, app for visitors, promotion
material…). Importance of involving local
communities was discussed. Defining the theme
and a network in a way that it is attractive to the
communities was seen as very important. Microregional stakeholders need to be connected and
strengthened. It seems that one person in one
year could develop the network and work with
stakeholders. This could only work if in each country is at least one committed partner
(institution), which would function as national coordinator. Few stakeholders are committed
to take the task. Key stakeholders have not fully committed to the project.
To Top 3 only the status quo of the Iron Age Danube project was presented. No discussion
on further steps continue.

FINDINGS/RECOMMENDATIONS/DECISIONS
PARTICIPANTS

OF

THE

WORKSHOP’S

The participants agreed on further next steps needed in order to continue with the
establishment of the route and the certification:
1.
Institutional support to the project must be secured and national coordinators
defined.
2.
Before the establishment of the legal body an agreement of understanding (Letter of
intent) must be signed by partners. If this is achieved the route coordinator will try to secure
the financing of one additional person to do the preparation works needed to start the
network and prepare it for certification.
3.
After the commitment of the partners work a co-financing opportunities for the
preparation should be looked for together with Routes4u and DG REGIO.

EXPERT’S RECOMMENDATIONS
To further pursue the establishment of the Iron-Age-Danube route a strong commitment of
partners, also without additional funding, in each country is needed. Without at least one
very strong partner, which will be able by its own resources to communicate and support
the route as national coordinator, the Iron-Age-Danube route can´t reach sustainability and
viability. Also if once a central office of the route is established it will be strongly depending
on national coordinators, which will be communicating to the local and regional stakeholders
to secure the funding of the route. Major points for the successful running of the route on
my opinion are: secure the kick-start funding by Interreg programmes (project proposal
Danubes archaeological landscapes is running); look for the expansion of the route to other
countries to secure strong financing; locate the secretariat in one of the countries with lower
staff cost.
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Roman Heritage Route, by Sanjin Mihelic

INTRODUCTION
The first stakeholders’ meeting of the future Roman
Heritage Route was held on 15th October 2019 in
Vienna, Austria. The meeting was organized within
the framework of the Routes4U meeting on Cultural
Routes in the Danube Region and in the Adriatic and
Ionian Region, “Fostering regional development
through the Cultural Routes of the Council of
Europe”.
The topic of the meeting was introduced at the pitch
session “New projects of cultural routes in the Danube Region and in the Adriatic and Ionian
Region” the previous day by Sanjin Mihelić (Archaeological Museum in Zagreb, Croatia), the
interim project manager of the Roman Heritage Route (henceforth RHR).
The introductory address focused on the following:






Background to the initiative to launch a route dedicated to Roman heritage;
Work done so far;
Brief review of the identified key stakeholders;
Position of the initiative with relation to CR CoE certification cycle;
Next steps.

BACKGROUND
The idea to create a route dedicated to Roman heritage in the Adriatic-Ionian Region
(henceforth AIR) was developed within the European Union Strategy for the AIR (henceforth
EUSAIR), more specifically, by its Pillar 4 Thematic Steering Group (henceforth TSG4), which
focuses on Sustainable Tourism topics in the EUSAIR. Although the initial intention
considered a potential expansion of the already existing Roman Emperors and Danube Wine
Route beyond the Danube Region to non-Danubian EUSAIR countries, this proved
impossible. Consequently, a new framework had to be sought to fully valorize the wealth of
Roman heritage in the EUSAIR in terms of a cultural route.

Work done so far
At the end of 2018 Routes4U, a project implemented by the Council of Europe (Enlarged
Partial Agreement on Cultural Routes) with the support of the European Union (DG Region –
European Commission) commissioned a Feasibility Study on the Roman Heritage Route in
the AIR. The study was prepared in February 2019 by MSc Vlasta Klarić, a Routes4U
expert/thematic expert from the EUSAIR Facility Point, and reviewed by the archaeologist
Dora Kušan Špalj. The study was based on a survey conducted in the form of a
questionnaire circulated among several dozen potential stakeholders in the eight AIR
countries.
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Brief review of the identified key stakeholders
The initial potential stakeholders of the future route were first identified by TSG4 members.
The more than thirty received answers to the questionnaire provided essential information
on the geographical distribution of Roman heritage sites in the region, their facts and
figures, management, visitor structure and interpretation infrastructure, as well as the level
of interest for participation and potential commitment by the respective
stakeholders in the development of the future RHR.
The stakeholders mainly included national, regional and local public bodies and institutions,
heritage institutions and associations, DMOs, public-private initiatives, and foundations.

Current position of the project in terms of development in view of the certification and the
next steps
Having defined a theme, and having identified heritage elements of the route, the next
fundamental step is to create a European network with legal status covering at least three
European countries. This shall be done through the establishment of a Working Group
consisting of representatives of all stakeholders, which will govern subsequent action leading
to certification. The Vienna meeting provided the essential context that sparked the
cooperation between the core stakeholders.

WORKSHOP DISCUSSION SUMMARY
Considering that this was the first time the selected stakeholders convened for the purpose
of discussing the RHR, as a prelude to the discussion everyone briefly introduced
themselves, their respective institutions, as well as the incentive for joining this initiative.
In total, the meeting was attended by ten participants: eight stakeholders from five out of
the eight AIR countries, a Routes4U expert/TSG4 thematic expert, and an observer.
Croatia:
•

Martina Matković, Vinkovci Tourist Board

•

Sanjin Mihelić, Archaeological Museum in Zagreb

Greece:
•
Eleni Rapti, General Directorate of Antiquities and Cultural Heritage, Hellenic Ministry
of Culture and Sports
Italy:
•

Marco Marinuzzi, Fondazione Aquileia

Serbia:
•

Maja Marinković, Center for Study in Cultural Development

•

Wolfgang Limbert, Danube Connects

Slovenia:
•

Aleksandra Nestorović, Regional Museum Ptuj Ormož

•

Marko Stokin, Institute for the Protection of Cultural Heritage of Slovenia
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A Routes4U expert/TSG4 thematic expert:
•

Vlasta Klarić, Croatia, Ministry of Culture

An observer:
•

Giuseppe Settani, Italy

Following the introduction, the big picture and a number of other issues were addressed.
The discussions can be summarized as follows:

Routes4U Feasibility study
At present, this is the key document and fundamental point of reference to be consulted by
all stakeholders, guiding their immediate subsequent action in the development of the route.
Those who were not familiar with it beforehand will be sent a copy to acquaint themselves
with it.

RHR scope
Discussions focused on the geographic distribution of the RHR, whose current intended
scope covers the eight countries of the AIR. In general terms, the AIR scope is a viable midterm vision for the Route, however, it has the potential to eventually expand beyond the
region and become an umbrella Roman route at pan-European level.

Participation in the RHR
As regards the capacities in which an entity may participate in the route (stakeholder,
partner, member, other), this will eventually be defined by the Statute. For the time being,
all those expressing an interest to take part in the process of developing the RHR are
considered stakeholders.
Discussion arised as to the addition of other sites/attractions to the route beyond those
included in the Feasibility Study.

Stakeholder structure
A general view is that public bodies and heritage institutions are perhaps overrepresented,
while there is a palpable lack of partners from private sector, e.g. SMEs.

Motivation for joining the cultural route
Individual motivations vary from one stakeholder to
another, however, the undivided view is that the route
may provide high-level synergistic opportunities for all
involved.

Mandate and commitment
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All participants at the meeting were asked to assess their capacity for decision-making on
behalf of the entity they represent (if they have the mandate themselves or not). Also, a
very important issue is to be clear about the degree of commitment each party is willing to
maintain short-, mid- and long-term, as the viability of the RHR depends, among other
things, also on whether such assessments are realistic or not.

Organizing a network
As an immediate requirement of the process of developing the route, the network of
stakeholders shall be established forthwith. Initially, it will take the form of a Working Group
including representatives of all involved stakeholders, starting with those present at the first
meeting in Vienna.

RHR management structure
Although different routes employ different types of management structure, the basic
concepts do not essentially differ too much, and the management structure invariably fully
reflects one of the basic criteria for networks, i.e. to operate democratically.

Finances
At this point, participation in the process does not require any financial commitment from
any party, however, such a situation is untenable long-term, and options need to be
considered.
When it comes to financing the process of development of the route, one way to secure a
necessary boost for this is through EU and other funds – which all require certain financial
participation from partners. On the other hand, once the RHR is fully operational, there will
be membership fees to consider.

FINDINGS/RECOMMENDATIONS/DECISIONS
PARTICIPANTS

OF

THE

WORKSHOP’S

Establishment of a working group
It was unanimously agreed that one of the outcomes of the meeting would be the
establishment of a working group composed of the participants at the meeting. The Working
Group is a provisional body that will be tasked with steering the process of development of
the RHR until superseded by the elected bodies that the Network will establish once it has
attained a legal status.

Memorandum of Understanding
Among the first steps the Working Group (henceforth WG) will take is drafting a
Memorandum of Understanding for the Roman Heritage Cultural Route network creation,
promotion and support (henceforth MoU). The aim of the MoU is to create the Statute of the
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Roman Heritage Route, to be approved in 2020 in order to support the membership of the
network.

Consolidating the network
The level of representation of stakeholders at the
Vienna meeting was low to moderate (a total of
eight stakeholders from five out of eight AIR
countries), which to a great degree mirrors the
number of the expressions of interest for
participation in the RHR submitted by the entities
to whom the initial questionnaire was sent.
The Vienna meeting and its results will be used as
a platform from which, first, the initially identified
but hesitant stakeholders will be contacted anew
to reconsider their potential affiliation with the network, and, second, new stakeholders will
be approached.

Communication
All participants have expressed their readiness to engage in an intensive and swift
communication. In the future, communication methodology will be discussed in greater
detail and various methods will be used, however, for the time being, simple exchange by
mail will suffice.

Next meeting
It was provisionally agreed that the next WG meeting will be held in Zagreb at the beginning
of February 2020. It is planned that the meeting provide the context for the official signing
of the MoU by all interested parties. The time until the meeting will be filled with intensive
communication between the parties via email and in other ways.

EXPERT’S RECOMMENDATIONS
Vision, Strategic Alignment and Governance
A profound comprehension of the vision and full strategic alignment by all involved parties
are necessary to establish and ensure the viability of the future RHR. At present, this entails
a discussion on the most appropriate method to start swinging the pendulum from what has
begun as a top-down initiative (promoted by the Routes4U and EUSAIR TSG4) to becoming
a grassroots project embraced by stakeholders across countries and spectrums.
As regards governance at strategic level, a single point of accountability for the success of
the project has to be agreed on.

Viability of the project
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It has been stated that at this point in time no financial commitments are expected from
anyone, however, there are also no ready financial provisions to support the development of
the project. It is tacitly accepted that everyone involved will work pro bono until one or
another channels have opened for a financial lifeblood to enter the veins of the project,
however, this not only narrows the list of potential participants but also slows the pace and
quality of work.
Experience teaches that investments of this type are a short-term phenomenon highly
susceptible to external factors. Therefore, it will be necessary to secure a financial boost
enabling a professional and dedicated team to develop the Route to the point at which it
would be sustainable on its own. Such a boost will ideally take form of a one-off severalyear-long project providing generous financial support for precisely the described purpose.
In this respect, the support from the Routes4U team will be invaluable.

3.3.

European Route of Saints Cyril and Methodius, by Martina
Janochova

Participants
Aleksandra Zidaova, Bulgarian Culture Institute in Vienna
Milka Nanova, Ministry of Tourism of Bulgaria
Irina Cozma, EUSDR PA3
Slavia Barlieva, Cyrillo Methodian Research centre at Bulgarian Academy of Sciences
Vuk Vukicevic , Centre for Study in Cultural Development Serbia
Tomas REpa, National Heritage Institute, Office for Cultural Heritage and Foreign Relations,
Czech Republic
Ilja Kocian, Ministry of Cultural of the Czech Republic,
Vida Vukoja, Old church Slavonic institute
Marco Scarpa, Centre for Cyril Methodian studies at the Bulgarian Academy of Science–
Sofia
Renata Polisenska, MAS Buchlov

Introduction
The workshop followed the presentation of the Cyril and Methodius Route (hereinafter as
CM Route) on a preliminary day as part of a meeting with stakeholders of cultural routes
from European macro-regions organized within the framework of Routes4U project. Those
interested in cooperation come to participate in the workshop, in particular stakeholders
from the Danube Region, where the PA3 Steering Group of EUSDR has chosen CM Route as
a priority project of a cultural route which has great potential in the Danube Region.
The theme of the cultural route is the legacy of St. Cyril and Methodius and their disciples.
This legacy shaped the culture of Slavic countries in a fundamental way, more generally it
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shaped the formation of all early medieval states. To
this day, this heritage is still current, because it has
brought many nations in a non-violent form not only a
civilized Christian culture, but also the beginnings of
scripture and literature. It is a constant inspiration not
only for memory, educational, cultural and religious
institutions, but also for contemporary artists and
tourism actors. It is a connecting motive for the
countries of Central, Southeast, East and Southwest
Europe. It recalls the Christian cultural roots of great
part of Europe. St. Cyril and Methodius were
proclaimed as co-patrons of Europe by Pope John Paul
II. in 1980.
The development of the route is managed since 2013 by the “European Cultural Route of St.
Cyril and Methodius”, interest association of legal entities (hereinafter as ECRSCM
Association), with the Secretariat in Zlín, CZ (established by founding members: Zlín Region
and East Moravian Tourist Authority). The association currently has currently 18 members
from 5 countries (CZ, SK, GR, SI, HU) and is looking for other members and partners in the
area of interest (esp. Danube Region, Adriatic-Ionian Region). In 2018, it tried for the first
time to apply for certification of the route to the European Institute of Cultural Routes in
Luxembourg. The application for certification was not approved and association gained
recommendations - the complaint was that the association was developing activities mainly
in the Czech-Slovak border area, which in not enough (there are no common activities in the
3rd European country) and that more experts from more countries should be involved in the
thematic delineation of the route (which was written by Archaeological Institute of Slovak
Academy of Sciences in Nitra, SK in 2019 and commented by some members of Scientific
Committee of ECRSCM Association) and international consensus shall be reached which is
necessary to comply with certification criteria. The CM Route was even recommended for
approval by the Bureau of the EPA Governing Board on Cultural Routes in April 2019 but the
EPA finally decided not to grant the certificate.
Martina Janochova, Director of ECRSCM Association provided general information about the
theme, actions of association, and ways to join the association network. The purpose is not
only to commemorate the common heritage, but to create the transnational network willing
to build on the positive values the mission brought and are beneficial and current even
today.

WORKSHOP DISCUSSION SUMMARY
The topic of the route itself in terms of interpretation and communication of the message
was a key topic of discussion (w.r.t unifying role for people in the Danube Region, crosspoint for Slavic people but not only; not only religious topic/route, but with important
“secular” aspect; key link with education and language…). The route should present the
wide heritage of Cyril and Methodius and should not be seen as a pilgrim trail. There are so
many places connected with this heritage that it’s not possible to connect them all via signposted trails. The aim is to make first the basic network of key places (created on scholarly
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basis). Stronger and more inclusive Scientific Committee is needed to be formed with the
necessary help of scientists present at the meeting.
Participants suggested to clarify how to join the network and how it works:
The following legal entities may become regular members of the Association: higher
territorial self-administration units (regions, counties); towns and cities, municipalities;
associations of regions; associations of towns and municipalities; tourist authorities (entities
established by regions or municipalities); commercial corporations, international institutions;
universities, and institutes. The regular members pay the membership fee between EUR 500
and EUR 5000. Potential regular members may become observers with the same rights and
obligations as associated members for a maximum of 1 year. All other types of legal entities
may become associated members of the Association. The associated members pay no
membership fee. We meet at General Assembly twice a year (usually at the end of the year
and in June in Czech or Slovak involved regions, because there are most members from this
part of Europe so far; members from distant areas can participate via videoconference).
The members’ rights and obligations are stipulated in the Articles of Association. All
necessary documents will be sent to participants for their consideration. Next Conference
and General Assembly organized by ECRSCM Association will be held 3-4 December 2019 in
Velehrad, CZ (invitation is in progress). New applications for admission (as member or
observer) should be sent latest in first half of November so that we can discuss them during
GA. Invitation to participate at conference and GA will be sent to stakeholders ASAP. The
conference will present outputs of the cross-border project focused on building the Cyril and
Methodius Route partnership in Czech-Slovak borderland leaded by ECRSCM Association past
two years.

FINDINGS/RECOMMENDATIONS/DECISIONS
PARTICIPANTS

OF

THE

WORKSHOP’S

The story of Cyril and Methodius, which still continues, is the story of cultural identity of
Slavs, so it’s a story of a great part of Europe. The contribution of mission in Slavic language
and literature cannot be separated from the contribution in building Christian cultural
identity.
Cooperation on the cultural route could provide a new impetus for the renaissance of human
relations, esp. between southern countries that are central to the present Cyril and
Methodius legacy, where relations have been disrupted in the past, and now, with the
accession of Northern Macedonia to the EU and also with the development of the CM Route,
there comes an opportunity to heal them.
Actions of association must lead to wider network and common actions and thus to
certification in short time (in 2021 or 2022).
Secretariat in Zlin, CZ has limited capacities (2 executive people - Director and Project
Manager), it should delegate more work to its members to involve them more to the route
development focused on future route certification. For ex., Centre for Studies in Cultural
Development in Belgrade has 24 employees, some work could be perhaps done by them as
suggested.
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EUSDR PA3 coordinator manifested full support in providing additional contact of research
institutions to be involved in the scientific research around the theme in view of the cultural
route building-process. EUSDR PA3 expressed support to provide visibility on the cultural
route on the EUSDR website.

EXPERT’S RECOMMENDATIONS
The theme of each cultural route must be based
on scholarly expertise. Participants agreed on the
need for a more precise, internationally
acceptable thematic and geographical delineation
of the cultural route from the point of view of
recognized experts from several countries, as this
is a necessary basis for further development of
the route including communication and marketing
strategy. Several experts and names of
institutions from various countries to be involved
were suggested by participants of workshop and
will be contacted.

Christiana Weidel

Although the network is currently open to new candidates from different countries and each
has 1 vote in the decision-making process (and technically it works democratically and in
participative way), secretariat recognizes that the current governance needs to be modified
in order to be sustainable and consistent with the way multinational organizations operate (1
headquarters and secretariat to ensure coordination, but the rotating presidency for certain
period associated with organizing the main events of the association in different countries).
Secretariat welcomes the proposals of participants to change the management structure
(and thus the statutes – Articles of Association), which secretariat will discussed with
members and experts (opportunity already during the mentioned conference and GA 3-4
December in
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4. BRANDING

Summary, by Mária Tajtáková
Introduction
The creation of a brand (branding) is a process by which marketers give consumers a label
for the product and provide meaning for the brand. It is a sustained effort to encourage
people to see the brand on the light in which the owner of the brand portrays it. The key to
branding is that consumers perceive differences among brands in a product category, and
their attribute positive values to these differences. Branding is a marketing function and it is
a strategic tool.

How branding works?





Creates mental structures;
Helps consumers to organize their knowledge about products and services;
Facilitates consumers decision making;
Provides value in return.

Product vs. Brand
What is the difference between product and brand? A brand is a name that is given to a
particular product or service or range of products or services. It basically exists to
distinguish a particular product or service from its competitors. A brand is also the
embodiment of customer goodwill accumulated during the lifetime of service or product. It is
sustained effort to encourage people to see the brand on the light in which the owner of the
brand portrays it. The power of the brand is in what resides in the minds of consumers
(Kotler et al., 2009). So, the brand is an identifiable product with reputation.
e.g.
PRODUCT = A Cultural Route
BRAND = The Cultural Route of the Council of Europe
Both can be excellent, however, the label “The Cultural Route of the Council of Europe” is a
priori a guarantee of the excellence, a quality mark which may appeal to a significant part of
the market.

The brand strategy within marketing
The brand strategy (branding) is a marketing function related to:
 Differentiation – highlighting unique features of a particular Cultural Route within a
particular macro-region.
 Positioning – effort to occupy certain position in consumers' minds.
 Market research – understanding the current position of a brand in consumers'
minds.
 Marketing communication – achieving the brand awareness (brand recognition)
among potential customers, and forming a concrete brand image (including brand
visual identity) in minds of consumers.
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Brand elements
Basic brand elements in terms of marketing encompass (Keller, 2013):
 Brand visual identity
 Brand awareness
 Brand image
 Customer-based brand equity

Customer-based brand equity is one of the most important indicators of brand performance.

It is defined as the differential effect that brand knowledge has on consumer response to
the marketing of the brand. A brand has positive customer-based brand equity when
consumers react favourably to a product and the way it is marketed when the brand is
identified than when it is not.

Different brand levels within Cultural Routes and the EU macro-regional
strategies
With respect to Cultural Routes we have to distinguish between different levels of brands.
The label Cultural Route of the Council of Europe represents so called umbrella brand which
covers various product brands – certified Cultural Routes. A unifying element of all Cultural
Routes belonging under the label of the Council of Europe Cultural Route is a compliance
with eligibility criteria specified in the CM/Res(2013)67-Art.I-III. These criteria constitute the
umbrella brand standards.
Each of the certified Cultural Routes of the Council of Europe needs to build its own product
brand under the umbrella brand of the Council of Europe Cultural Route label.
e.g.
UMBRELLA BRAND = The Cultural Routes of the Council of Europe
PRODUCT BRANDS = Each of the 38 Cultural Routes of the Council of Europe

Branding European macro-regions through Cultural Routes
At the higher territorial level we can brand a region, a country, or even a continent and
promote all heritage labels as its product brands. Accordingly, we can brand European
macro-regions as an umbrella brands and highlight the Council of Europe Cultural Routes as
its product brands. Each macro-region can select one or several Cultural Routes to serve as
its flagship heritage products. Further, it can brand the macro-region through the selected
product brands.
e.g.
UMBRELLA BRAND = Danube Macro-region
PRODUCT BRAND = The Roman Emperors and Danube Wine Route (2015)

Key factors in macro-regional brand development
According to The Council of Europe Cultural Routes Management Handbook (2015) there are

some key factors that are common for the creation of a successful brand and should be
considered in the context of a cultural tourism brand:
 Consistency
 Authenticity and brand values
 Uniqueness and differentiation
 Recognizable visual identity
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The process of brand management of Cultural Routes within macro-regional strategies as
discussed by workshop participants will be treated in the section 3.
Findings/recommendations/decisions of the workshop’s participants.

2. Workshop discussion summary
Thematic focus
The workshop was divided into three thematic parts:
1) Basic concepts of branding Cultural Routes
2) Different brand levels of Cultural Routes within European macro-regional strategies
3) Brand strategy – building customer-based brand equity

Workshop activities
After each part the participants were asked to do a short EXERCISE covering the presented
topic. The exercises were carried out as group activities. The groups were formed by the
partners of the new projects of Cultural Routes in the Danube Region and in the Adriatic and
Ionian Region. The new projects of Cultural Routes included Iron Age Route, Roman
Heritage Route, European Route of Saints Cyril and Methodius, and Danube Women Stories.
Within each exercise the participants were given time for a short reflection and discussion
within their teams. Afterwards, the participants presented solutions of exercises applied to
their particular Cultural Routes projects. The reactions of participants were diverse,
reflecting either strong positions of lead partners in suggesting a brand vision or showing a
participative approach in the formulation of recommendations, including the suggestions of
brainstorming.
The exercises carried out during the workshop involved these assignments:
Exercise 1:
 Reflect on specific features of the Cultural Route you represent and identify those
which differentiate it from other Cultural Routes or tourism products.
 What is a desired position of the your Cultural Route in minds of consumers?
Exercise 2:
 Reflect on the specific features of the macro-region(s) to which belongs your Cultural
Route. How do they correlate with the differentiation of your Cultural Route?
 Reflect on the potential of your Cultural Route to become a flagship product of the
corresponding macro-region(s)?
Exercise 3:
 Reflect on the four steps of the Customer-Based Brand Equity (CBBE) model and
identify crucial brand elements of the Cultural Route you represent in the context of
the corresponding macro-region.
In addition, two CASE STUDIES were presented during the workshop:
Case study 1: The Hansa – An established brand
VIDEO [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PqKYaAzsE2Y]
Interview of Inger Harlevi, Vice-President and Manager of The Hansa, certified Cultural
Route of the Council of Europe since 1991.
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Case study 2: Branding European Macro-regions – The Danube brand
VIDEO [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c_45JFFvmw8]
Creation of the Danube brand, Interview of Gordana Plamenac, the President of the Roman
Emperors and Danube Wine Route, certified Cultural Route of the Council of Europe since
2015.
Questions of participants
The participants were encouraged to ask questions related to the branding of Cultural
Routes and EU macro-regions. Several topics were of a particular interest:
1) Designing a branding strategy: Who shall be involved – an external agency or an
internal team?
2) What is the relationship between different brand levels of Cultural Routes within
macro-regions?
3) Umbrella brand vs. Product brand: Who benefits?
4) Sustainability issues of heritage sites as touristic products within Cultural Routes
The workshop was followed by an informal discussion during which participants addressed
the lecturer with specific questions related to the branding of their particular projects.

3. Findings/recommendations/decisions of the workshop’s participants
Motivation for becoming a certified “Cultural Route of the Council of
Europe”
Why should a Cultural Route aspire to become the certified Cultural Route of the Council of
Europe? There are several reasons in favor of the certification, one of which is related to the
customer-based brand equity as an important indicator of the brand influence on consumer
behaviour.
The brand “The Cultural Route of the Council of Europe” serves as:
 An incentive for visitors regardless the notoriety of a particular Cultural Route.
 A guide, a clue, for consumers to choose among different cultural tourism products.
 Guarantee of quality (given by the eligibility criteria that all Cultural Route of the
Council of Europe have to comply with – CM/Res(2013)67).
Although the brand creation involves several elements – brand visual identity, brand
awareness, brand image, and customer-based brand equity – only one of them is explicitly
required prior to the certification process. Each Cultural Route project presenting its
candidature for “Cultural Route of the Council of Europe” should create its own visual
identity. The most visible part of the visual identity – the logo – is one of the criteria
assessed during the evaluation process (CoE Cultural Routes evaluation check-list – Part 3.4
Communication tools). The Cultural Route logo has to be delivered to all network partners
(e.g. via a logotype graphics manual specifying standards for its use). All partners in the
network should use the Cultural Route logo on their communication materials. In addition,
following the award of the certification, the entire mention “Cultural Route of the Council of
Europe” and the logo of the Council of Europe must be placed on all communication
material, including press releases (CM/Res(2013)67-Art.IV-2). By adopting these measure all
certified Cultural Routes of the Council of Europe shall ensure a consistent and easily
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recognizable brand, which can be used as a competitive advantage on the cultural tourism
market.

How to clarify the meaning behind the brand “Cultural Route of the Council
of Europe”
The certification criteria for “Cultural Route of the Council of Europe” help to give clarity to
the consumer in the meaning behind the brand as European Routes or networks of historical
and cultural importance. However, the brand itself is not clear. In creating a brand that
depicts the true strengths and the essence of the destination, it is advisable to look at widely
adopted brand-building models for destinations like a five-stage pyramid shown below. The
pyramid combines the attributes, positioning and brand values commonly used in destination
branding. The principles used by the Cultural Routes in destination branding would remain
the same given the importance of tourism in the promotion of the Cultural Routes (European
Commission/Council of Europe, 2011).

Source: European Travel Commission (ETC) and World Tourism Organization (UNWTO). 2009.
Handbook on tourism destination branding. Madrid: World Tourism Organization.

The brand pyramid encompasses five
elements/processes in brand management:
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
Step 4

Rational
atributes
Emotional
benefits
Brand
personality
Positioning
statement

steps

corresponding

to

five

different

What are the tangible, verifiable, objective, measurable characteristics of a
destination? What do tourists think?
What psychological rewards or emotional benefits do tourists receive by
visiting the destination? How do the tourists feel?
What key traits and characteristics of the destination should be
communicated by the brand?
What position in consumers' minds the destination aspires to achieve? What
kind of communication message within the positioning statement is used for
this purpose?
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What is the essential nature and character of the destination?

As highlighted by the Handbook on tourism destination branding (2009) the development of a
strong product offer comes from the work of local industry leaders and stakeholders who
have a passion to collaborate and promote intercultural dialogue and understanding. Many
Cultural Routes have made good progress in this field but they lack connectivity, particularly
in cross-border product development, transnational governance and collaboration. Strong
development at grass-roots level is ultimately the foundation for any promotional action
designed to bring visitors to discover European destinations based on a given thematic Route
or cultural itinerary.

How to build a strong brand of a Cultural Route
The Customer-Based Brand Equity (CBBE) model has been suggested for the brand
management (Keller, 2013). The model implies that in order to build a strong brand, we must
shape how customers think and feel about the product. We have to build the right type of
experiences around the brand, so that customers have specific, positive thoughts, feelings,
beliefs, opinions, and perceptions about it.
Strong customer-based brand equity occurs when the consumer has a high level of awareness
and familiarity with the brand (brand awareness) and holds some strong, favourable, and
unique brand associations in memory (brand image). The brand equity concept reinforces
how important the brand is in marketing strategies.
The Customer-Based Brand Equity (CBBE) model involves 4 steps, which represent also four
fundamental questions that customers ask – often subconsciously – about the brand. We
have to reach the top of the ladder in order to develop a successful brand.
Step 1: Brand Identity – Who are you?
Ensuring identification of the brand with customers and an association of the brand in
customers’ minds with a specific product class or customer need.

 What does the CoE Cultural Route stands for in the context of a particular macro-region?

Step 2: Brand Meaning – What are you?
Establishing the totality of brand meaning in the minds of customers – i.e. by strategically
linking a host of tangible and intangible brand associations.
 Which diverse characteristics are related to the CoE Cultural Route?
Step 3: Brand Response – What do I think, or feel, about you?
Eliciting the proper customer responses to this brand identity and brand meaning.
 What are consumers' opinions, attitudes and feelings about
the CoE Cultural Route?

 Do they relate the CoE Cultural Route to a particular macro-regional communication?

Step 4: Brand Resonance/Relationship – What kind of association and how much of a
connection would I like to have with you?
Converting brand response to create an intense, active loyalty relationship between
customers and the brand.
What is consumer behaviour with respect to the CoE Cultural Route?
The participants discussed diverse aspects of the creation of a brand for the new project of
Cultural Routes in the European macro-regions. They understood different levels of branding
Cultural Routes within macro-regional strategies, especially the relationship between an
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umbrella brand and products brands. Further, they highlighted diverse motivations for
becoming a certified “Cultural Route of the Council of Europe”. In the end, they discussed several
tools for a successful brand management, especially the Brand pyramid and the CustomerBased Brand Equity (CBBE) model. The participants also acknowledged the need of a
professional approach towards branding issues of Cultural Routes within macro-regional
strategies.

4. Expert’s recommendations
Branding is an important tool in creating a recognizable and valuable Cultural Route identity.
However, the branding of Cultural Routes involves several specific features given by the
specific nature of marketing applied within the field of heritage, destination, tourism, culture
and the arts. In addition, creating a brand for a “Cultural Route of the Council of Europe”
involves an intercultural sensibility and respect for diverse meanings of cultural heritage as
perceived by partners from diverse European countries. Hence, there are several challenges,
as well as, risks of branding Cultural Routes of the Council of Europe, which should be
considered by Cultural Routes project managers.

Challenges of branding Cultural Routes of the Council of Europe









Cultural Routes of the Council of Europe are defined as “co-operation projects“
(CM/Res(2013)67, Art I-1.1)
At least 3 European countries have to be involved.
The elements of the brand (meaning and emotions related to the heritage) already
exist – embedded in the minds of people of the involved countries.
However, the meaning of the heritage can differ in different countries.
Bottom-up and participative approach towards the branding of Cultural Routes of the
Council of Europe is crucial – each partner shall have an equal voice which must be
acknowledged.
The lead partner should listen, not impose.
Brand strategy of a Cultural Route of the Council of Europe shall follow the
establishment of a network, not the other way round.

Risks of inappropriate branding approach of Council of Europe Cultural
Routes







Brand conveys a biased interpretation of the heritage
Not all partners agree with the branding strategy
Partners do not identify themselves with the brand
Partners are reluctant in promoting the brand
Partners sabotage the brand
The project of Cultural Route fails

Answers to the questions of participants
1) Designing a branding strategy: Who shall be involved – an external agency or an
internal team?
Including an expert on marketing/branding into a preparatory team of a Cultural Route
project is usually the most convenient and also most cost-effective solution. Yet, in
situations, when the team of the Cultural Route project does not involve an internal
expert on marketing/branding the combination of an external agency and an internal
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team appears to be another good alternative. However, it is important to emphasize that
the choice of the external marketing agency has to be made very carefully and a
company experienced in non-for-profit and cultural branding shall be selected. Otherwise,
the results might be very unsatisfactory. It is not recommended to leave the strategic
task of branding a Cultural Route entirely on the external agency. In addition, the inputs
for the Cultural Route branding strategy always have to come from all partners of the
network, and the achieved consensus on brand elements shall be communicated to the
external agency.
2) What is the relationship between different brand levels of Cultural Routes within

macro-regions?
The understanding of different brand levels is a matter of perspective. For instance, the
label “Cultural Route of the Council of Europe” can be seen as an umbrella brand covering
all certified Cultural Routes. However, at the same time it can be considered as a product
brand within a macro-regional brand (e.g. Danube brand) which covers a few Cultural
Routes of the Council of Europe selected as its flagship products.
-

3) Umbrella brand vs. Product brand: Who benefits?
Both parts can benefit from the successful branding approach. Under the cover of an
umbrella brand (e.g. The Cultural Route of the Council of Europe) the product brand
(Cultural Route) gains a quality-trade mark. As a result, the umbrella brand label serves as
a competitive advantage on the market for all its product brands. On the other hand, by
including diverse product brands under an umbrella brand, the umbrella brand enlarges its
product portfolio, enhances its attractiveness and the position on the market.
-

4) Sustainability issues of heritage sites as touristic products within Cultural Routes
Approaches towards sustainable heritage tourism are grouped around management
models improving the efficiency and minimising the adverse effects of tourism, and
around new models and policies allowing for a higher involvement of different
stakeholders. Two principal dilemmas of sustainable heritage tourism were identifies: (1)
A potential conflict between tourists and local stakeholders arising from different
perceptions of cultural assets’ value, in particular, by focusing primarily on its extrinsic
appeal as a product to be consumed; (2) An increased competition among cultural
heritage sites leading to the prioritization of destination image and promotion over the
assessment of its robusticity (commodification vs. conservation of cultural heritage). To
cope with the identified challenges of sustainable heritage tourism several managerial
solutions were suggested. They include tools at the operational management level
intended to control the amount and flow of tourists (visitor management, tourism
crowding management); at the strategic management level to assess potential of cultural
heritage sites for tourism development (carrying capacity assessment, Market Appeal/
Robusticity Matrix); at the crisis management level to limit tourism development (nogrowth strategy); and finally at the participatory management level to encourage local
community involvement within cultural tourism development.

Conclusion
To conclude, a brand is a name given to a particular product or service or range of
products or services in order to distinguish the product or service from its competitors.
Branding is a process by which marketers give consumers a label for the product and
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provide meaning for the brand. Branding strategy is related to differentiation
(highlighting unique features) and positioning (effort to occupy certain position in
consumers' minds). Marketing communication tools are used to create the brand
awareness among the potential customers, and to form a concrete brand image in the
minds of consumers. This shall help consumers to make the purchase decision, thus
positively influence the customer-based brand equity.
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5. ANNEXES

5.1.

PROGRAMME

DAY 1
13.30 –
13.45

Registration of participants

13.45 –
14.15

OPENING
KNEISSEL Kathrin, Federal Chancellery of Austria, Head of Department for European and
International Cultural Policy

14.15 –
15.00

PLENARY SESSION|ROUTES4U: Joint Programme between the Council of
Europe and the European Union
METZGER Constanze, Council of Europe, Routes4U Senior Project Officer

15.00 –
15.20

PRESENTATION | DANUBE CULTURE PLATFORM: screening of the film
“CultPlatForm Reflections” and artist talk on the pilot project “Tagging Hidden
Architecture Jewels”
PACHER Elisabeth, Federal Chancellery of Austria
ZIMMER Karin, Federal Chancellery of Austria and member of the Governing Board (EPA),
in conversation with PROHASKA Rainer, artist

15.20 –
16.20

PITCH SESSION| New projects of Cultural Routes in the Danube Region and in
the Adriatic and Ionian Region
MELE Marko, Iron Age Route
MIHELIC Sanjin, Roman Heritage Route
JANOCHOVA Martina, European Route of Saints Cyril and Methodius
WEIDEL Christiana, Danube Women Stories

16.20 –
16.40

Coffee break

16.40 –
18.00

TRAINING 1| Creation of new Cultural Routes: the certification and evaluation
processes
The representatives of the cultural routes projects will be trained on the certification cycle, in
accordance with the Council of Europe criteria and evaluation process.

SETTANNI Giuseppe, expert on Cultural Routes of the Council of Europe certification and
evaluation and on heritage and cultural policies
KLARIC Vlasta, expert on cultural tourism management, cultural routes and Roman
heritage
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18.00 –
18.30

PLENARY SESSION | Summary
SETTANNI Giuseppe, expert on Cultural Routes of the Council of Europe certification and
evaluation and on heritage and cultural policies
KLARIC Vlasta, expert on cultural tourism management, cultural routes and Roman
heritage

18.30 –
22.00

Evening programme and dinner

DAY 2
09.00 –
09.15

INTRODUCTION
DOMINIONI Stefano, Enlarged Partial Agreement on Cultural Routes of the Council of
Europe (EPA), Executive Secretary

09.15 –
09.35

KEYNOTE SPEECH
MILLS Nigel, Expert on heritage interpretation

09.35 –11.00

CONSULTATION| Stakeholder’s meeting for the new projects of Cultural Routes
in the Danube Region and in the Adriatic and Ionian Region
The representatives of the new cultural routes projects will discuss with their potential partners and
members about the state of the art and next steps in view of the further development of their
projects.

11.00 –
11.15

Coffee break

11.15 –
12.15

TRAINING 2 | Creation of a brand for the new project of Cultural Routes in the
macro-regions
TAJTAKOVA Maria, Ph.D. in Arts Marketing, expert on consumer behaviour in the arts and
culture, international cultural tourism and intercultural advertising

12.15 –
12.45

CLOSING SESSION | Next steps to be taken
PACHER Elisabeth, Federal Chancellery of Austria
ZIMMER Karin, Federal Chancellery of Austria and member of the Governing Board (EPA)
METZGER Constanze, Council of Europe, Routes4U Senior Project Officer

12.45 –
14.15

Light Lunch
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Presentation Routes4U, by Constanze Metzger
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Presentation Creation of new Cultural Routes, by Guiseppe
Settanni
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Presentation Creation of new Cultural Routes, by Vlasta Klaric
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Presentation Iron Age Route, by Marko Mele
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Presentation Roman Heritage Route, by Sanjin Mihelic
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Presentation Cyril and Methodius Route, by Martina Janochova
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